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Spaulding Implementation Plan  
 

Spaulding Parts contracted Signi Consulting in order to significantly increase the odds of a 
successful business partnership with Minyu Machinery. Signi’s approach focused on learning 
Taiwanese culture and business practices, increasing cultural intelligence, sharpening intercultural 
communication skills, and building deeper interpersonal relationships of trust. 

Signi’s methodology included consultations where Spaulding management was able to pinpoint 
specific gaps in communication and expectations in the partnership, and create potential solutions 
by applying context specific resources and interaction with consultants. Along with interactive 
discussion, Signi also provided a literature review of research dealing specifically with Anglo 
American and Taiwanese cultural business and value distinctions. Spaulding had the opportunity to 
interact directly with a Taiwanese-American consultant who had lived and engaged professionally 
for fourteen years in China. Signi also provided a cultural intelligence workshop contextualized to 
Spaulding’s needs.        

The following include next-step recommendations and final insights: 

Relationship Building  
 
Extend the family culture of Spaulding. Treat Minyu as a new part of the family. Both families share 
a rags-to-riches story. Build on that. It is possible that this aspect of Spaulding was and is attractive 
to Minyu. The father thinks business expectations are moving too fast. So focus on relationship. 
This should pay off.  
 
Understand that approaches to relationship vary significantly across cultures. While all cultures 
value respect, for instance, respect is practiced and interpreted differently across cultures. So 
adjustments to behavior and caution when interpreting others’ behavior is vital. Growing in cultural 
intelligence will refine these skills.      
 
Adjust expectations. Spaulding has already begun this on the business level. This nimble approach 
is a strength. Realize that what is important or prioritized in Minyu is different, and that much of this 
difference is cultural, as opposed to, let's say, a lack of values or work ethic from an Anglo-
American value system. Remember that Minyu may be going through uncertainties as they 
interpret your behaviors and priorities through their cultural lens.    
 
Build relationship capital. Remember that Anglo Americans tend to have smaller interpersonal 
relationship circles (mainly the nuclear family and a few good friends), and are used to building 
business relationships outside of that sphere. Taiwanese, as well as Chinese mainland and Latino 
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cultures, have broader inner relationship circles, and are skeptical of building significant business 
relationships outside of that circle. Moving into the circle will move you into a position of trust and 
priority. Some ways to move into that circle include: 
 

• Eating together apart from business  
• Visiting the home of your Taiwanese partners 
• Inviting them to your home 
• Celebrating special events and holidays together 
• Culturally appropriate gift giving (Google search appropriate customs)   
• Learning Taiwanese culture, customs and language (fluency is not expected)   

 

In the next six months? 
 

• Funeral: Send floral arrangement 
• Get the son a wedding gift in spite of initial rejection (remember, initially refusing a gift is 

good behavior in Taiwanese culture)   
• Lunar New Year (February)- color red, sweets, year of the boar  
• Plan a trip to visit father 
• Invite both fathers to meet 
• Schedule regular meals, with little to no business, unless Minyu initiates  
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Taiwanese Cultural Considerations 
 
 
Guanxi 
 
Much of the business culture in Taiwan revolves around relationships and friendships that are 
fostered and developed over time. ‘Guanxi’ is central to Taiwan’s business culture. These networks 
expand business opportunities and provide a strong sense of loyalty towards the company. 
Intertwined with guanxi is the notion of ‘classmate networks’. These networks are developed at 
school or university and usually carry over into later careers. 
 

Face 
 
Face plays a notable role in business interactions in Taiwan (see Interactions and 
Interdependence in ‘Core Concepts’). Face may be given through demonstrating respect and it 
can be lost through causing embarrassment or tarnishing one’s image or reputation. One notable 
way to denote respect is to allow more senior persons to speak first. An important thing to note is 
that one can save their own or someone else’s face. A good course of action is to appropriately 
identify and accept responsibility for problems that arise. For example, one may say, “perhaps I did 
not explain myself clearly” or “that kind of thing happens in our country”. As all people and 
companies have face, it is important to remain level headed, keep promises made and be patient 
in interactions in order to preserve face. 
 

Meetings 
 

• Rather than introduce oneself, there is a tendency in business meetings to be introduced 
by a third person, typically the host. If you are a guest, wait for this third-party introduction. 

• Typically, meeting schedules are not rigidly structured in Taiwan. 
• Business cards are generally exchanged after the initial introductions. Use both hands to 

offer and receive business cards, with the typeface facing the recipient. To demonstrate 
respect, take time to examine a business card before putting it away. It is typically believed 
that the way one handles another’s business card is indicative of the value placed on the 
relationship. Avoid writing on someone’s card whilst in their presence. 

• The Taiwanese have a very calm and considerate approach to business. They gently press 
their ideas forward and patiently wait for others to respond. If they disagree with an idea, 
they may remain silent as a way to avoid conflict. 

• Sometimes, there is a set agenda. However, it serves primarily as a guideline for the 
discussion and a springboard for other related ideas. 

• Completing a meeting to a satisfactory standard is considered more important than 
keeping time. In turn, a meeting may continue until the discussion is completed regardless 
of whether it extends well past the scheduled end time. 
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Considerations 

• As Taiwanese can be tough negotiators, it is crucial to be well prepared, having a 
substantive amount of knowledge on topics relevant to the company. 

• Punctuality is expected and Taiwanese value the meeting of deadlines by the set time. 
• Given the high value placed on relationships, sometimes there may be time allocated to 

non-business discussions. 
• Food plays a large role in the business culture in Taiwan, in part because dinners with 

business representatives and customers aid in developing networks and giving the local 
agent {face. If alcohol is offered during business interactions, it is customary for individuals 
to drink only after a toast is made. Raise the glass with the right hand and preferably 
support it by the left. Common toast phrases are ‘ganbay’ (‘empty your glass’) and ‘sweiyi’ 
(‘as you please’). It is recommended to engage in small talk prior to discussing business-
related topics when in this business environment. 

• On the Corruption Perception Index (2017), Taiwan ranks as 29th out of 180 countries, 
receiving a score of 63 (on a scale from 0 to 100). This perception suggests that the 
country’s public sector is somewhat clean from corruption. 

• Senior managers assume a paternal role and not only take an interest in all activities but 
expect to be consulted on each decision prior to action being taken. 

• Taiwanese colleagues will avoid pointing out other's mistakes to allow them to keep face, 
even if this comes at a cost to the company. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://culturalatlas.sbs.com.au/taiwanese-culture/business-culture-04d829ed-def8-4449-a850-
78db068d85d3   

http://www.ediplomat.com/np/cultural_etiquette/ce_tw.htm 
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Spaulding Literature Review Conclusions 

Spaulding Parts, is an American company, seeking to maintain successful business communication 
with the Taiwanese company of Minyu. Spaulding Parts should recognize their own culture in terms 
of being low context and individualist, meaning they are direct in their communication in order to 
minimize uncertainty and promote business relations dependent on laws and contracts. Through 
this research on Taiwanese business culture, it can be seen that Minyu comes from a high context 
and collectivist culture, utilizing guanxi to stabilize business relations, while also honoring the 
importance of familial support in management.  

As these two companies come from diametrically opposing cultures, it is important to allocate 
enough time and resources to find a middle ground in communication. In the case of the BenQ and 
Siemens merger, there was a lack of clear and constant communication which ultimately led to 
their demise (Cheng et al, 124). Spaulding Parts should consider implementing a employee-
centered communication program, in which trust can be promoted between Taiwanese and 
American cohorts. Trust is a necessity for guanxi to flourish and would benefit upper management 
greatly and promote mutual respect in the long-term aspects of this partnership.  

Guanxi is very similar to the American business notion of socializing after work, when spending 
personal time after conducting business you might offer to buy a meal for your Taiwanese cohort 
(Welch, 10). Make sure to mention that the favor does not need to be returned. Also, 
acknowledging that both companies are family owned creates a better space for guanxi to grow, 
as it is a share commonality amidst the many differences the two companies may share.  

Family management is not foreign to the US, and allows Spaulding the upper hand when engaging 
with fellow family-oriented companies abroad.  

Spaulding should continue to find ways to learn about their Taiwanese counterpart, utilizing 
Hofstede’s vision of intercultural communication competence, comprising of acute awareness, 
knowledge, and communication skills. It is important to address your own bias and cultural 
background and to find ways to adjust them to benefit business relations. Companies that actively 
combat ethnocentrism will find that communication with Multinational Corporations like Minyu will 
become easier. Ethnocentrism can occur when a parent company imposes its’ culture onto an 
overseas affiliate. This goes against guanxi, and can come off forceful (Johnson et al, 529-533). 
The idea of cultural intelligence gives individuals the knowledge and tools to attain skills and 
capabilities to interact with people from diverse backgrounds. Through cultural intelligence 
workshops, Spaulding Parts can expand their cultural competence and successfully engage with 
Minyu on business and personal levels to ensure longevity in their business affairs.  

 


